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The ULTIMATE Fantasy Boxed Set! 22 NY Times, USA Today and International Bestselling Authors

21 full-length novels of magic, mayhem, mystery, adventure and romance. Yours for an insanely low

price. Get ready to be swept off into lands filled with magic, mystery, action, adventure and even

romance with these 21 full-length fantasy novels! With over one-million words packed with witches,

dragons, pirates, shape shifters, mercenaries, gods and more, these stories will introduce you to

some of the most memorable characters and exotic worlds that exist in fantasy today. No

cliffhangers here -- each book is either a standalone or first in series and all have satisfying endings.

22 of the hottest fantasy authors have banded together to bring you this incredible boxed set, but

itâ€™s only available for a limited time! At this incredibly low price, youâ€™re paying a penny per

sixty minutes of spellbinding fiction â€” a bargain that canâ€™t be beat. Grab this collection today

before itâ€™s gone for good! Scroll Down to Learn More About the Titles Included orScroll Up and

Grab Your Copy Today!
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I've only had time to read Silenced and Come the Dark, both of which are well worth purchasing the



collection for alone. I can't wait to devour the rest of the books included in this set....they're sure to

be just as good.Silenced by N.R. LarryThe world that N.R. Larry has built in Silenced is unique,

violent, and oh so deliciously dark. Pike is a fascinating character. He's a killer, but he has no

choice. He thinks himself a monster, but there are worse monsters out there, some of them human.I

really loved the twists on mythology that are woven throughout the story. I'm foaming at the mouth

to get my hands on the next installment.Come the Dark by Rebecca HamiltonI absolutely loved The

Forever Girl, so I was expecting something quite similar in tone. What I received, however, was a

dark, brooding, and at times, horrific story that broke my heart over and over. I kept coming back for

the heartbreak. I admit that I was nervous to read a book with sexual abuse as a plot point, but it

was handled with a grace that is admirable, and very tactfully.I cried more than once while reading

and when I re-read Come, The Dark, I'm certain I'll cry again. The book is worth a re-read and much

more.

What can I say? There's no words good enough to describe what a great collection this is. These

are full length novels. I think the authors are trying to spoil us with such wonderful tells put together

like this. This price is unbelievable! I feel like it's Christmas and just got a surprise gift I would've

never expected from my husband. I think this is the best collection I have ever read. And I'm not just

saying that. If you are unsure about taking a chance on this, just look up each individual book price.

Each book alone is well over $0.99. Well, most are. I am going to read the rest in each series. Well,

i hope to. My TBR list is full. Some of the authors are new to me. One of my favorites was Thea

Atkinson's Water Witch. It was different than most books. It was emotional on all different levels. I

felt so bad for the heroine. Her dad was so cruel to her but it was all she ever knew. She had no one

to turn to. And was filled with lies her whole life by him. All this changes though. I loved it.

Burned, Baines Chronicles by Jasmine Walt.Excellent story featuring a half jaguar shifter/half mage

named Sunaya (which is punishable by death) and the Chief Mage Iannis . He chooses to make her

his apprentice versus killing her, lots of secrets, lots of action, no hanky Panky but lots of sexual

tension 5ðŸŒŸ's for a total package shifter, magic and murder story.Water Witch by Thea Atkinson

This is my 1st book by Thea Atkinson and it won't be my last !! She has created a very intriguing,

mystifyingly bleak world for Alaysha to live in. Alaysha has the magical power over water, her father

has used every evil trick in the book to make her use it to eradicate and punish his enemies,

Alaysha can't help but feel there is something more, something she truly wants out there for her. It's

not until Yenic crosses her path and offers to train her to control her "curse", does she start seeing it



as a possible gift. It's difficult for Alaysha to climb out of her lonely pit of despair, especially with the

townspeople's contempt and fear. But Alaysha with Yenic's help goes from an unfeeling, destructive

killing machine a la "Terminator", to a young woman full of promise and ready to help those less

fortunate than herself, including those who had treated her badly in the past. This is a fantastic

4ðŸŒŸ read and great beginning to a new Adult Urban Magical series. Can't wait to see what

happens in book 2.All of the books in this anthology have wonderful charachters, excellent world's

and lots of action. The main characters are well built and have crazy chemistry of the sexual kind

flaring up, sometimes at the most inopportune times. I give the Anthony as a whole 5ðŸŒŸ's. If you

like paranormal stories you should be able to find several stories you'll love .

I was one of the first in line to get this collection! I am familiar with many of these authors and you

just can't get this quality and amount of books for such a steal. I still have many books from this

collection to read but recommend it for a few titles that I really enjoyed. A taste of this collection was

the first book I have read by Natasha Larry and it is an excellent change of pace for me! An

excellent blend of what I would call urban fantasy, post apocalyptic paranormal thriller. Larry has a

great story telling ability that immediately pulls her readers into the story, true talent.Pike Richards is

the only hope for human civilization and at the desperate hands of compound 6, his hand is forced

into a mission that teeters on finding the cure possibly at the expense of his life and his talented

team members that possess "special abilities". Blackmailed into the mission because Sadie is all he

has and compound 6 has infected her as an insurance policy to complete the task or risk losing the

one person he truly cares and vowed to take care of. The risks are great and knowing what the

mission could mean when it comes to his own fate and keeping a promise to return against all odds,

the struggle is real and unbending. Looking forward to a sequel as this book keeps you spellbound

to the very last page!Rebecca Hamilton's Come the Dark being the Second book in the Forever Girl

series does not disappoint! Rather, the story immediately captivates you and leaves you cheering

for Rose. Any mother can appreciate her struggle and the bond of maternal instinct that presses us

even in the face of lost hope. A true favorite of mine!
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